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The ultimate goal of the classicality program is to quantify the amount of quantumness of certain
processes. Here, classicality is studied for a restricted type of process: quantum information pro-
cessing (QIP). Under special conditions, one can force some qubits of a quantum computer into a
classical state without affecting the outcome of the computation. The minimal set of conditions is
described and its structure is studied. Some implications of this formalism are the increase of noise
robustness, a proof of the quantumness of mixed state quantum computing and a step forward in
understanding the very foundation of QIP.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is known thanks to Bernstein and Vazirani [1] that,
in a realistic context where errors occur and finite prob-
ability of success is accepted, quantum mechanics offers
greater computational power than classical mechanics for
some oracle types of problem. It was then shown by Si-
mon [2] that this gain can be exponential. While these
results are of great fundamental significance, it is the
factoring algorithm by Shor [3] that has attracted the
most interest even though it lacks a proof for the lower
bound of its classical counterpart. Indeed, it is still an
open question whether the laws of quantum mechanics
can increase our computational power in the absence of
an oracle.
On the other hand, physical implementation of these
quantum algorithms is extremely challenging due to the
impossibility of perfectly isolating a quantum system
from the rest of the universe [4]. The accuracy thresh-
old theorem [5, 6] indicates that quantum error correc-
tion codes [7, 8] and fault tolerant quantum computing
[6, 8, 9] offer a theoretical solutions to the decoherence
problem, but the technical challenge remains.
Hence, when using quantum mechanics for computa-
tion, one would wish to make sure that no classical sys-
tem can achieve the same task short of necessitating an
infeasible amount of resources—either time, space, or en-
ergy. It therefore seems natural to ask the question “are
we wasting quantum resources while computing?” given
a certain algorithm. A negative answer would provide an
answer for the previously mentioned open question. A
positive answer is more subtle since it is possible to waste
part of the quantum resources and judiciously use the
rest, hence achieving a speeding up over classical comput-
ing. The part of a quantum algorithm that can be substi-
tuted by classical information processing (CIP) without
appreciably slowing down the computation is what we
here refer to as its classicality. If no such substitution
can be performed, we would be forced to conclude that
the algorithm is fully quantum, once again answering the
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open question.
Different approaches can be used to substitute quan-
tum information processing (QIP) by CIP. Feynman
anticipated that the straightforward way—that is, to
simply simulate the quantum dynamics with a classical
computer—would fail [10]. Indeed, this seems reasonable
since the matrices we use to describe the evolution and
the state of the system grow exponentially. Nevertheless,
this intuition still has not been proved; keeping track of
these huge matrices might not be necessary. However,
D. Aharonov and Ben-Or have shown that the classi-
cal simulation of a quantum system can become efficient
when decoherence is brought into the picture [11]. This
transition between a best known exponential and a poly-
nomial simulation cost depends on the decoherence rate
η. Roughly speaking, decoherence restricts the state of
the system to a very small part of the accessible states.
The system collapses at a rate η to the (classical) pointer
states [12]; there is no large scale coherence. Therefore,
the classical simulation becomes efficient since it has to
deal with only polynomial-size submatrices (representing
the space “close” to the pointer states). These facts sug-
gest a measure of classicality based on the “volume” of
the total state space that is exploited by the system dur-
ing the computation. The smaller this volume, the easier
it will be to classically simulate the system.
A second approach to the classicality problem is com-
plexity theory [13]. One can try to reduce the complex-
ity of a quantum algorithm by using a hybrid classical-
quantum computer. Shor’s algorithm is an example of
such a hybrid computer. Cleve and Watrous have fur-
ther exploited this idea and reduced the depth of the
factoring algorithm from polynomial to logarithmic [14].
This depth is achieved at the price of polynomial pre-
and post-CIP. A measure of the quantumness—as op-
posed to classicality—would then be the complexity of
the quantum part of the algorithm optimized for a hy-
brid computer.
The approach I present here is radically different.
Parts of the system—some qubits of the quantum
computer—are forced to classical states. This “forcing”
is done in a way that will not affect the result of the
computation. Hence, the quantum information conveyed
by these qubits can be replaced by classical informa-
tion, until a new transformation makes them quantum
2again. Thus, the computer becomes a classical-quantum
hybrid. Nevertheless, it is on a smaller scale than the
Cleve-Watrous example since this procedure is applied
at every step of the computation. In contrast with the
approach of Aharonov and Ben-Or—where the environ-
ment would decrease the performance of QIP so it could
be simulated by CIP—my approach does not affect the
computation even if it forces parts of the computer to
become classical.
While the above was presented informally, the next
section introduces the formalism used to specify how and
when one can force the state of some qubits to become
classical. Unfortunately, the conditions yielded by this
formalism are very cumbersome, so Sec. III deals with
lemmas and theorems that might help simplify the analy-
sis. I present in Sec. IV an academic example where the
formalism is applied. I also relate the concept of clas-
sicality to noise robustness and computing with mixed
states. I conclude in Sec. V with some consequences of
this work.
II. FORMALISM
The formalism used to describe classicality is the one of
consistent histories (CH’s), first introduced in the foun-
dation of quantum mechanics by Griffiths [15], later in-
vestigated and modify by Omne`s [16] and Gell-Mann and
Hartle [17]. While this theory is still much debated, its
use in QIP does not suffer from any of the usual criticism.
The theory was originally intended as an interpretation of
quantum mechanics where the relation between the clas-
sical and the quantum world would be clear. The main
obstacle to such a formalism is the lack of a precise de-
scription of the classical world. It is indeed quite difficult
to write down the equations that characterize something
we cannot describe. Since CIP has a precise description,
this obstacle will be avoided.
A. General formalism
The goal of the formalism is to select the quan-
tum histories—time ordered sequences of projection
operators—to which a good probability distribution can
be assigned. We call σˆ = {Pˆα}α=1,... ,m an exhaustive set
of exclusive projectors if it satisfies
m∑
α=1
Pˆα = 1l and PˆαPˆβ = δαβPˆα. (1)
Such decompositions of the identity operator are in-
dependently made at n different times t1 < t2 <
. . . < tn, hence defining n sets of projectors σ
(j)(tj) =
{P (j)αj (tj)}αj=1,... ,mj that are now written in the Heisen-
berg picture, P
(j)
αj (tj) = U
†(tj , 0)Pˆ
(j)
αj U(tj , 0), where U
is the evolution operator. The explicit time label will
henceforth be dropped since this causes no possible con-
fusion. Notice that the cardinality of each set is inde-
pendent, so the rank of every projector is arbitrary as
long as eq.(1) is satisfied. The basic ingredient of the CH
formalism is, of course, a quantum history. A history is
constructed by picking one projector from each of the n
sets. With every history is associated a history opera-
tor Cα = P
(1)
α1 P
(2)
α2 . . . P
(n)
αn where the label α stands for
(α1, α2, . . . , αn). An exhaustive family of disjoint histo-
ries is obtained by choosing one projector in each of the n
sets in every possible way. We will denote such a family
S = {ρ, σ(1), σ(2), . . . , σ(n)} where ρ is the initial state of
the system. S contains
N =
n∏
j=1
mj (2)
histories. It is said to be exhaustive because the N his-
tory operators sum to identity. The histories making up
S are said to be disjoint because they all differ at least
at one time by construction.
The probability of a history α—the probability that
the physical system starting in state ρ at time 0 is in the
spectrum of P
(1)
α1 at time t1 and in the spectrum of P
(2)
α2
at time t2 and so on.—is given by
Pr(α) = Pr(α1, α2, . . . , αn)
= Tr
{
P (n)αn . . . P
(2)
α2 P
(1)
α1 ρP
(1)
α1 P
(2)
α2 . . . P
(n)
αn
}
= Tr
{
C†αρCα
}
, (3)
which can easily be derived from the standard Copen-
hagen interpretation. Another fact that has been learned
from elementary quantum mechanics is that it is usually
forbidden to assign probabilities to quantum histories (re-
call Young’s slit experiment). The CH formalism yields
conditions under which the selected histories—the con-
sistent histories—can be assigned probabilities without
any risk of logical contradiction.
The coherence function that maps history×history 7→
C is defined by
D(α;β) = Tr
{
C†αρCβ
}
. (4)
Roughly speaking, D(α;β) is the average interference be-
tween the Feynman paths following history α and those
of history β [17]. The necessary and sufficient condition
for which a family of histories can be used to describe
the evolution of a quantum system without logical con-
tradictions is [15]
Re [D(α;β)] = δαβPr(α) ∀ α, β ∈ S (5)
where Re is the real part and δαβ stands for
δα1β1δα2β2 . . . δαnβn . Eq.(5) is known as the weak consis-
tency condition.1 One can think of this condition as an
1 Some authors would claim that this condition should only be im-
3insensibility of the system to the measurements described
by the σ’s making up the consistent family. Whether the
measurement σ(k) is carried out at time tk or not will
not influence the statistical outcome of the measurement
σ(k
′) at time tk′ . This does not mean that the mea-
surements leave the state of the system unchanged. In
general, the system will collapse to a different state but
in a way that does not affect the statistical results.
Obviously, depending on the context, the strict impo-
sition of this condition might not be necessary. One can
be satisfied if the real parts of the off-diagonal terms of
the coherence function are sufficiently small, something
known as the ǫ-consistency. In this case, classical logic
would be valid up to some finite accuracy.
Since logic can be applied to the classical world, weak
consistency is a necessary condition for classicality. Nev-
ertheless, one can find many examples that are obviously
in a quantum regime while satisfying condition eq.(5).
For this reason and to facilitate some analysis, more re-
strictive conditions have been introduced, such as the
medium consistency condition [17]:
D(α;β) = δαβPr(α) ∀ α, β ∈ S (6)
where we have simply dropped the Re. Once again, it
was soon realized that this condition is not sufficient to
separate the classical regime. To my knowledge, no coun-
terexample has been found to the strong consistency con-
dition [19] which is defined as
∀α ∈ S, ∃Rα : Cαρ = Rαρ (7)
where the Rα are projection operators. This last defini-
tion is intimately related to decoherence since it implies
the existence of a record of the system’s history [20].
Suppose that S = {ρ, σ(1), . . . , σ(n)} forms
a family of CH’s 2. The family S ′ =
{ρ, σ(1), . . . , σ(k), τ, σ(k+1) . . . , σ(n)} will be called a
consistent extension of S by the set of projectors
τ = {Qi}i=1,... ,m if τ satisfy condition (1) and S ′
is consistent. Here, we will consider only the case
k < n; the final measurements are fixed. A consistent
extension will be said to be trivial when for every
history (P
(1)
α1 , . . . , P
(n)
αn ) in S there is at most one
history (P
(1)
α1 , . . . , P
(k)
αk , Qi, P
(k+1)
αk+1 , . . . , P
(n)
αn ) in S ′ that
has a nonzero probability. One could say that the
measurement τ does not yield any new information since
Pr(Qi|α1, α2, . . . , αn) is a deterministic process.
When all projectors in σ′ are sums of projectors in σ,
we say that σ′ is a coarse graining of σ. One can easily
posed to histories α and β such that Cα + Cβ is also an chain
of projectors. I do not wish to enter this debate here, see ad-
ditional note in [18] for more details. Furthermore, all possibles
ambiguities will disappear with the introduction of the comput-
ing consistency condition (eq.8).
2 Most of the following definitions are from [21].
verify that coarse graining preserves consistency, a con-
sequence of the classical probability sum rules. The set
σ will be said fine grained if it is not the coarse graining
of any set, i.e. if all its projectors have rank 1.
B. Applying CH formalism to QIP
A quantum algorithm is the specification of an initial
state ρ, an evolution operator U(t), and a final measure-
ment σ(f). Hence, it can be seen as a one-event (n = 1)
family of consistent histories S = {ρ, σ(f)} 3. Since CH’s
are good candidates to describe the classical world, our
goal will be to make consistent extensions of this one-
event family, hence describing the quantum algorithm in
classical terms as much as possible. Since a quantum
algorithm is described using discrete unitary evolutions
(gates), the set of discrete times ti has a very natural
definition.
The difficulty of defining a consistency condition that is
sufficient for classicality will be avoided in QIP by adding
an extra condition :
The consistent extensions must be made in a local basis.
Furthermore, the condition eq.(5) is indeed quite weak,
but in the context of QIP it is natural to consider a
weaker one. This new condition, although it has not
yet found a concrete application, is the weakest one that
allows for an efficient classical simulation. This condition
is based on the fact that the outcome of the intermedi-
ate measurements—the ones used to force parts of the
quantum computer to classical states—is of no interest.
Only the statistical outcome of the final measurement is
relevant. I call the consistency condition obtained from
such a requirement the computing-consistency condition:
∑
α
αn=k
∑
β<α
βn=k
Re [D(α;β)] = 0 ∀ k = 1, . . . ,mn. (8)
This reduces the number of conditions from N(N +1)/2
[eq.(2)] to mn. It is straightforward to verify that the
consistency conditions form a hierarchy
Strong ⇒ Medium ⇒ Weak ⇒ Computing. (9)
The restriction to local sets of projectors together with
(eq. 8) yields a necessary and sufficient set of conditions
for CIP. Indeed, if complete local sets of projectors σ(k)
can be inserted consistently between each gate Uk and
Uk+1 of a quantum circuit, the effective dynamics of the
quantum system can be simulated by classical spins un-
dergoing stochastic evolution. Note that the dynamics
of the quantum system is not the same as that of the
classical spins; it is only the dynamics as seen from the
3 A one-event family is always consistent.
4measurements making up the family of histories that is
the same, and hence a simulation of the “effective” dy-
namics.
To illustrate this, assume that a quantum algorithm is
of the form
Q = Un . . . U2U1 (10)
with initial state |ψ0〉 and final measurement |φ(n)i 〉,
where Ui is the unitary operator applied at step i. If
Q admits complete local computational consistent exten-
sions σˆ(k) = {|φ(k)j 〉〈φ(k)j |}, we get the following equality:
|〈φ(n)i |Un . . . U2U1|ψ0〉|2
=
∑
α
〈ψ0|U †1P (1)α1 . . . P (n−1)αn−1 U †n|φ
(n)
i 〉
×
∑
β
〈φ(n)i |UnP (n−1)βn−1 . . . P
(1)
β1
U1|ψ0〉
= (φ
(n)
i |Tn . . . T2T1|φ(0)j ) |(φ(0)j |ψ0〉|2, (11)
where (Tk)ij = |(φ(k)i |Uk|φ(k−1)j )|2 are stochastic transi-
tion matrices and the |·) notation is to emphasize that
these are classical states.4 The first equality is a con-
sequence of the exhaustiveness of the family of histo-
ries while the second equality simply follows from eq.(8).
Therefore, the final result can be obtained by replacing
each quantum unitary evolution on a quantum superpo-
sition by a stochastic evolution on a classical mixture.
Another resource that can be exploited to facilitate
the substitution of QIP by CIP is feed-back. We can
formalize this idea with branch-dependent CH’s [16]. To
force some qubits into classical states, we have measured
them in an appropriate basis. The acquired information
can allow us to make the quantum algorithm even more
classical. Indeed, Paz and Z˙urek [22] have illustrated a
physical system whose evolution could be described clas-
sically in a consistent fashion only in the presence of feed-
back. In this setting, the set of projector σ(j) at time tj
is chosen according to the outcome of the previous mea-
surements α1, α2, . . . , αj−1. We thus write
σ(j,α1,α2,...αj−1) =
{
P (j,α1,α2,... ,αj−1)αj
}
. (12)
It is interesting to note for future analysis that branch-
dependent CH’s are equivalent to “normal” CH’s with
ancillary qubits 5. In the context of QIP, the processing
required for the feedback should be restricted to polyno-
mial time and space for obvious reasons.
4 The classical state of a qubit can be represented by a vector
pointing in a Bloch sphere. The ǫ-consistency handles the finite
accuracy issue.
5 I thank Charles Bennett for pointing this out to me.
III. CLASSICALITY ANALYSIS
We now have a very clear statement of the classicality
problem: Given a quantum algorithm, we must find sets
of local projectors that, when applied between the gates,
constitute a consistent extension of the original one-event
family. This task is in no sense trivial. In this section, I
present new results on the structure of CH’s. The goal is
twofold. On one hand, they might help in finding bounds
on the classicality of a quantum algorithm, that is, the
maximum amount of QIP that can be substituted by CIP.
I do not claim that this goal is attained, but the following
results give good starting points. On the other hand,
these results suggest a simplified way of analyzing an
algorithm from a CH point of view. This section should
be seen as a complement to a similar study by Dowker
and Kent [21].
The first result concerns the number of nontrivial con-
sistent extensions that can be made for a general system
using the medium consistency condition eq.(6). Part one
of this result was first proven by Dio´si [23].
Lemma 1 Given an initial density matrix ρ of rank r,
there can be no more than rΩ medium CH’s with nonzero
probability in a family, where Ω is the dimension of the
Hilbert space. On the other hand, there are infinitely
many families that attain this bound.
Proof. Part one of the lemma is Dio´si’s bound. To
construct a family that attains this bound, choose σ(1)
as the set of rank 1 projectors that commute with ρ—
that is, ρ =
∑
pi|ψi〉〈ψi| and σ(1) = {|ψi〉〈ψi|}—and
σ(2) = {|φi〉〈φi|} with 〈φi|ψj〉 6= 0 ∀ i, j. For example,
this can be done by letting |φj〉 be the Fourier transform
F|x〉 = 1√
Ω
Ω−1∑
y=0
ei2pixy/Ω|y〉 (13)
of |ψj〉. Then, S = {ρ, σ(1), σ(2)} is consistent and has
exactly rΩ nonzero probability histories. From this ex-
ample, it is obvious that infinitely many families can be
constructed. 
The reason why Dio´si’s bound was reached in Lemma
1 is that 〈φi|ψj〉 6= 0 ∀ i, j. Without this condition, it is
clear that Dio´si’s bound is not attained. The next result
shows that in that case no consistent extension will ever
reach Dio´si’s bound either.
Lemma 2 Let S = {ρ, σ(1), σ(2)} where σ(1) is cho-
sen to be the set of rank-1 projectors diagonal in the
eigenbasis of ρ and σ(2) is any set of rank-1 projec-
tors. Then, S is medium consistent and there are
no sets of projectors τ (1), . . . , τ (n) that make S ′ =
{ρ, σ(1), τ (1), . . . , τ (n), σ(2)} a nontrivial consistent ex-
tension of S.
Proof. First, we must show that S is consistent. This
can be done directly by writing σ(1) = {|ψi〉〈ψi|} with
5ρ =
∑
i λi|ψi〉〈ψi| and σ(2) = {|φj〉〈φj |}. We get
D(i, j; k, l) = λi |〈φj |ψi〉|2 δikδjl, (14)
which is exactly the medium consistency condition. Sec-
ond, suppose that τ (j) = {P (j)αj } are sets of projectors
that make S ′ consistent. For a given couple (|ψi〉, |φj〉)
the consistency condition eq.(6) reads
D(i, α1, . . . , αn, j; i, β1, . . . , βn, j)
= 〈φj |P (n)αn . . . P (1)α1 |ψi〉〈ψi|P
(1)
β1
. . . P
(n)
βn
|φj〉λi
= δα1β1 . . . δαnβnPr(i, α1, . . . , αn, j)
∝
√
Pr(i, α1, . . . , αn, j)×
√
Pr(i, β1, . . . , βn, j)
so for this given couple there is just one extension that
has nonzero probability, proving the lemma. 
The next result is the adaptation of Dio´si’s bound to
the weak consistency condition. One must keep in mind
that when CH’s are applied to QIP one should always use
the weakest condition possible. Interestingly, this bound
imposes a limitation on the amount of information that
can be extracted on the evolution of a quantum system
and on the number of Everett branches [24] in the uni-
verse. Indeed, since every branch has to obey its own
logic, one can argue that the branching must be made in
a consistent fashion [21]. Paz and Z˙urek’s “decoherence
defines branches” [22] can be reformulated as consistency
defines branches since decoherence implies consistency.
Lemma 3 Given an initial density matrix ρ of rank r,
there can be no more than 2rΩ weak CH’s with nonzero
probability in a family. On the other hand, there are
infinitely many families that attain this bound.
Proof. Part one of the proof is very similar to Dio´si’s
proof. Let {pi, |ψi〉} be the eigenvalues and eigenstates
of ρ. Define the purification of ρ
|Ψ〉 =
r∑
i=1
√
pi|ψi〉 ⊗ |ψ′i〉 (15)
where the states |ψ′i〉 form a basis of a Hilbert space E
of dimension r, so ρ = TrE{|Ψ〉〈Ψ|}. Now, define the
non-normalized states |Ψ〉α = (Cα ⊗ 1l)|Ψ〉. The weak
consistency condition becomes Re〈Ψα|Ψβ〉 = δαβPr(α).
Since these states lie in a Hilbert space of dimension Ωr,
there can be no more than 2Ωr nonzero such vectors.
For the second part of the proof, we will assume that
Ω is even, the odd case being more technical and non-
pertinent for QIP. Choose σ(1) as above and σ(2) as the
Fourier transform of σ(1); σ(3) is obtained by applying
the transformation
|j〉 7→ i |j〉+ |(j +Ω/2)modΩ〉√
2
(16)
to every element of σ(2) (for systems composed of qubits,
this is simply the gate
1√
2
(
i 1
1 i
)
(17)
on the most significant qubit). The consistency of this
family will easily be verified after the main result of this
section is established. The rest of the proof is identical
to lemma 1. 
I have not found an adaptation of lemma 2 to the weak
consistency condition. One should always try to adapt
the results to the weakest condition—the computing-
consistency condition—which would make them general.
Unfortunately, this is not always simple.
One of the main difficulties of the classicality prob-
lem stated at the beginning of this section is the infinite
number of sets of projectors that are candidates for con-
sistent measurements. The following result considerably
restricts these candidates. Indeed, it shows that search-
ing among the sets of rank-1 projectors is general, at least
for the medium consistency condition.
Theorem 1 Let S = {ρ, σ(1), σ(2), . . . , σ(n)} be a family
of medium CH’s with ρ = |ψ〉〈ψ| a pure state. There
exists a consistent family S ′ = {ρ, σ′(1), σ′(2), . . . , σ′(n)}
with σ′(i) = {|φ(i)j 〉〈φ(i)j |} being a fine graining of σ(i).
Proof. The proof is by induction. We first show that,
given S, we can replace the last set of projectors σ(n)
by one of its fine graining σ′(n) in a consistent manner.
Then we show that if σ(i) are all fine grained for i > k
we can replace σ(k) by one of its fine graining σ′(k).
Define |ψα1,... ,αn〉 ≡ P (n)αn . . . P (1)α1 |ψ〉. The consis-
tency condition 6 asserts that 〈ψα1,... ,αn |ψβ1,... ,βn〉 =
δα1β1 . . . δαnβnPr(α1, . . . , αn) so these vectors are or-
thogonal and have norm
√
Pr(α1, . . . , αn). We change
the multi-index notation (α1, . . . , αn−1) to a single in-
dex i that are given by decreasing order of probability
Pr(i, αn). Now, condition (1) tells us that P
(n)
βn
|ψi,αn〉 =
δαnβn |ψi,αn〉: the |ψi,αn〉 are orthogonal vectors contain
in the αn−subspace spanned by the projector P (n)αn . The
dimension of this subspace being rank{P (n)αn } = r(n)αn , we
get the inequality cardinality{i : |ψi,αn〉 6= 0} = ω(n)αn ≤
r
(n)
αn , so for each αn we define the normalized kets |νi,αn〉
|νi,αn〉 =


|ψi,αn 〉√
Pr(i,αn)
for i ≤ ω(n)αn
|µ
i−ω(n)αn
〉 for ω(n)αn < i < r(n)αn
(18)
with {|µi〉}i=1,... ,r(n)αn−ω(n)αn being any set of kets that
completes the αn−subspace. Using the fact that
〈νi,βn |ψα1,... ,αn〉 = 0 ∀i ≥ ωβn , one can easily verify that
P (n)αn =
r(n)αn∑
i=1
|νi,αn〉〈νi,αn | (19)
and that S ′ = {ρ, σ(1), . . . , σ(n−1), σ′(n)} with σ′(n) =
{|νi,αn〉〈νi,αn |} is a consistent family.
To complete the proof, assume that the consistent family
is of the form S = {ρ, σ(1), . . . , σ(n), τ (n+1), . . . , τ (f)}
6with τ (j) = {|φ(j)i 〉〈φ(j)i |}. The consistency condi-
tion asserts that 〈ψ|P (1)α1 . . . P (n)αn P (n)βn . . . P
(1)
β1
|ψ〉 =
δα1β1 . . . δαnβnPr(α1, . . . , αn) so we can define
|ψα1,... ,αn〉, and |νi,αn〉 in the same way we did
previously. For the same reason, one can see that
P (n)αn =
r(n)αn∑
i=1
|νi,αn〉〈νi,αn | (20)
and that S ′ = {ρ, σ(1), . . . , σ(n−1), σ′(n), τ (n+1), . . . , τ (f)}
with σ′(n) = {|νi,αn〉〈νi,αn |} is a consistent family, com-
pleting the proof. 
A different way of stating this result is to say that ev-
ery family of medium CH’s starting in a pure state can
be obtained from coarse graining a fine grained family.
For fined grained histories, Griffiths has introduced the
notion of consistent trajectories [25], in analogy with a
trajectory in the classical phase space. I present this con-
cept here because it will be very useful to analyze QIP.
The basic idea is to replace the condition eq.(6) with a
graph analysis. The graph is constructed in the following
way. Since we are only considering rank-1 projectors, ev-
ery σˆ(j) now represents a choice of basis {|φ(j)i 〉}, written
in the Schro¨dinger picture. With every basis vector is
associated a vertex in the graph. Two vertices are con-
nected by an edge if and only if they are separated by
one time interval and
Gij(tk+1, tk) = 〈φ(k+1)i |U(tk+1, tk)|φ(k)j 〉 6= 0; (21)
this last quantity is called the Green function.
To illustrate this concept, we construct the graph as-
sociated with the family used in the last part of the proof
of Lemma 3 (with Ω = 6). σˆ(0) is the set of initial states
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FIG. 1: Graph analysis of Lemma 3.
|ψi〉—if each of these states generates a consistent family,
their statistical mixture will also, by linearity—and so is
σˆ(1) so Gjk(t1, t0) = δjk (full line). There is a Fourier
transform between t1 and t2 so Gjk(t2, t1) =
1√
Ω
ei2pijk/Ω
(double lines) according to eq.(13). Finally, by definition
of the transformation separating t2 and t3 [eq.(16)], the
Green functions represented by heavy lines are purely
imaginary i√
2
while those represented by full lines are
real 1√
2
.
Griffiths has shown that when we are restricted to fine
grained sets of projectors, the medium consistency condi-
tion eq.(6) is equivalent to the following. Given a vertex
at time 0 and a vertex at time tf , there is at most one
path going forward in time connecting them. Theorem
1 indicates that this formulation is also valid for coarse
grained sets. For example, we see that the family of fig-
ure 1 is not medium consistent since there are two paths
joining each end of the graph. These paths form loops in
the graph so the weak consistency condition is equivalent
to the absence of loops in the graph.
To serve the purpose of QIP, I have adapted this result
to the weak consistency condition eq.(5).
Theorem 2 The family of fine grained histories is
weakly consistent if the product of the Green function
around all loops in the associated graph is purely imag-
inary. [Note that Gij(tk, tk+1) = (G
ij(tk+1, tk))
∗. Also,
0 is imaginary so no loops yields consistency.]
Proof. In order to prove this theorem, we only need to
point out that, when all histories are fine grained, the
product of the Green function around a loop is equal to
the coherence function for the two histories making up
the loop. 
In the example of figure 1, we can compute this prod-
uct:
1√
Ω
exp
{
i2πjk
Ω
}(
1√
2
)(
i√
2
)∗
× 1√
Ω
(
exp
{
i2πj(k +Ω/2)
Ω
})∗
(22)
=
i
2Ω
which is purely imaginary and so weakly consistent. It
would be of great interest if this technique could be gen-
eralized to the computing-consistency condition.
Theorem 1 applies only to systems with an initial pure
state. Hence, if the initial state of the computer is mixed,
looking among the fine grained measurements may not be
applicable. Nevertheless, if the initial state is pseudop-
ure [26] as one usually has in NMR quantum computing
[27], one can use the associated pure state to verify the
consistency.
Lemma 4 Let S = {|ψ〉〈ψ|, σ(1), . . . , σ(n)} be a family
of CH’s (any consistency condition will do). Then S ′ =
{ρ, σ(1), . . . , σ(n)} is computing-consistent with
ρ =
1− ν
Ω
1l + ν|ψ〉〈ψ|. (23)
7Proof. To prove this, it is general to assume that the fam-
ily S is computing-consistent [eq.(9)]. It is then straight-
forward to verify that S ′ satisfies eq.(8). 
As the last example illustrates, graphs can be very use-
ful to analyze the classicality of a circuit but are unfortu-
nately not always applicable. Even if the graphs can be
used to analyze the weak consistency, there might exist
weak consistent families that cannot be fine grained, and
hence that cannot be constructed from a graph. It was
also postulated by Gell-Mann and Hartle that there exist
medium consistent families that cannot be fine grained6;
from our analysis, such systems must initially be in mixed
states. I believe that systems with initial mixed states
can always be described with fine grained histories if
feedback is allowed but I have not found a proof. The
intuition behind this comes from the fact that a mixed
state can be purified with ancilla states and that branch-
dependent CH’s can be described without feedback if one
has access to a larger Hilbert space.
IV. DISCUSSION
In this section, two types of conclusion will be drawn
from the application of the CH formalism to QIP. The
first type concerns the consequences that a complete
classicality analysis would have on quantum computing;
it mainly consists of novel error prevention techniques.
Since such a complete analysis is at this time infeasible,
these considerations are mostly speculative. The second
type proposes new techniques to address fundamental
questions concerning the computational power of quan-
tum mechanics. Since these questions are purely theo-
retical, the fact that no systematic consistency analysis
yet exists will not affect the validity of our conclusions.
Unfortunately, the lack of such an analysis will be re-
H
F U
m
m0
t0 t1 t2 t3
1
FIG. 2: Quantum circuit; the gates are described in the text.
6 Here, the word decoherent is used as a synonym of consistent:
“Completely fine-grained histories cannot be assigned probabil-
ities; only suitable coarse-grained histories can.” [17], “Except
for pathological cases, coarse-graining is necessary for decoher-
ence.” [19]
flected by the simplicity of our examples which, nonethe-
less, clearly illustrate the new concepts.
We begin by showing that nontrivial consistent exten-
sions exist. Consider the quantum circuit of fig.2 where H
is the Hadamard gate, F is the 2 qubits quantum Fourier
transform, U is defined by
U :


|00〉 7→ |00〉
|01〉 7→ (|01〉+√2|10〉+ |11〉) /2
|10〉 7→ (|01〉 − √2|10〉+ |11〉) /2
|11〉 7→ (|01〉 − |11〉) /√2
(24)
and the last measurements are made in the 0−1 basis. A
trivial consistent extension of this family would consist
of a measurement that distinguishes the four Bell states
|Φ±〉 = 1√
2
(|00〉 ± |11〉)
|Ψ±〉 = 1√
2
(|01〉 ± |10〉) (25)
at time t1. This would obviously leave the final result
unchanged because at time t1 the system is in the state
|Ψ+〉. This measurement does not contribute to the clas-
sicality of the circuit because it is not local so the quan-
tum information could not be substituted by classical
information: entangled states cannot be represented on
classical spins.
A nontrivial local consistent extension is given by mea-
suring both qubits in the computational basis at time
t2 (this defines σ
(2)). To convince oneself, one should
consider the graph of fig.3 constructed from the family
S = {|01〉〈01|, σ(1), σ(2), σ(3)} where we have kept the
Bell measurement σ(1) for sake of analysis (if S is con-
sistent with σ(1), it is also without since this is coarse
graining). Also for sake of clarity, we have indicated only
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FIG. 3: Graph analysis of the quantum circuit of fig.2. The
products of the Green functions around the loops are imagi-
nary; hence, S = {|0〉〈0|, σ(1), σ(2), σ(3)} is consistent.
the Green functions that are connected in some way to
|φ(0)2 〉 = |01〉 since they are the only ones that might
cause problems. There are two loops in this graph, but
the product of the Green functions around these loops
is imaginary. Indeed, all the Green functions are real
8except G11(t2, t1) =
−1+i√
8
and G13(t2, t1) =
−1−i√
8
which
are indicated by double lines on the graph; furthermore,
G11(t2, t1)G13(t2, t1)
∗ = −i4 ; hence the measurement σ
(2)
is a weakly consistent extension.
To understand what is going on, it is convenient to
write the state of the system at time t2: |ψ(t2)〉 =
[2|00〉+ (−1 + i)|01〉+ (−1− i)|11〉]/√8. This state has
0.4165 ebits of entanglement that are destroyed by the
measurement σ(2). Hence, this demonstrates that it is
possible to destroy entanglement in a quantum computer
without affecting the final result. One could argue that
the final measurement will destroy entanglement so σ(2)
is only doing what would later be done by σ(3). This
is the case of the semiclassical quantum Fourier trans-
form of Griffiths and Niu [28], where the final measure-
ments were performed ahead of time, thus allowing the
substitution of QIP by CIP. This is not the case here.
To convince oneself, apply U−1 to the states of the fi-
nal measurement—the computational states—and verify
that the result is entangled. Therefore, in both direc-
tions of time, we are destroying entanglement without
affecting the final result.
The skeptics can be convinced that the measurement
is indeed consistent by verifying that the probability sum
rules are satisfied. [Recall that the weak consistency con-
dition that was verified with the help of the graph of
fig.3 is stronger than the computing consistency condi-
tion eq.(9) which itself implies the validity of the classi-
cal probability sum rules eq.(11).] To do this, construct
the transition probability matrix T = (tij) where tij is
the probability that the system is measured in state i
at time t3 after it is observed in state j at time t2 as
in eq.(11). Obviously, tij = |uij |2, the square norm of
elements of matrix U of eq.(24). If Pi(tk) denotes the
probability of observing the system in state i at time tk
[i.e., Pi(tk) = |〈i|ψ(tk)〉|2 ], the probability sum rules
should read Pi(t4) =
∑
j tijPj(t3). Indeed, we get


1/2
3/16
1/8
3/16

 =


1 0 0 0
0 1/4 1/4 1/2
0 1/2 1/2 0
0 1/4 1/4 1/2




1/2
1/4
0
1/4

 (26)
as claimed. Therefore, the effect of gate U as seen from
the final measurement can be simulated by a stochastic
classical model.
A. Classically controlled operations
At first sight, forcing the state of the computer to be
classical at time t2 might not seem so exciting. Neverthe-
less, Dowker and Kent have shown that if a measurement
σ appears twice in a consistent family, say at times ta and
tb with ta < tb, then it can be repeated anywhere between
ta and tb [21]. Let me translate this result in terms of
quantum computing: If qubit k (qk) can be made clas-
sical at time ta and all operations between ta and tb are
diagonal in the consistent basis of qk, then all quantum
operations between ta and tb can be replaced by classi-
cally controlled operations. This is the generalization of
the observation by Griffiths and Niu [28] that measuring
a control qubit at the end of the computation is equiva-
lent to measuring it before the controlled operations.
B. Noise robustness
The classicality analysis can be used to enhance the
noise robustness of a computer for a given algorithm.
Assume that qk can consistently be measured at time
tj . Obviously, performing this measurement would pro-
tect it against decoherence (uncontrolled measurement
by an exterior environment) since its information could
be encoded classically. Unfortunately, projective mea-
surements cannot be performed in a NMR setting [29].
Nevertheless, if the decoherence is in a known local ba-
sis, there is still hope. One can apply a rotation on qk
so that the consistent basis agrees with the decoherence
basis (rotating qk is like changing the basis in which de-
coherence occurs). Hence, decoherence will perturb the
state of the computer but in a consistent way. This pro-
cedure can be seen as bringing the information of the
quantum computer into a decoherence free-subspace; its
purpose is to protect not the state but the outcome of
the computation. For example, if known local decoher-
ence takes place between gates F and U of fig.2, rotating
both qubits will protect the output of the computation,
no matter what state the computer is in at that time.
Now assume that the decoherence at time t2 is still lo-
cal but in an unknown basis. Entanglement will then be
destroyed in an uncontrolled fashion and the refocusing
scheme is of no help. Intuition tells us that the damage
should be less if we first destroy the entanglement in a
consistent fashion and then let decoherence perturb the
system. In other words, before local decoherence takes
place, we force the system into a local state, hoping to
reduce its effect. (This is like preventing forest fires by
burning them down!) This intuition can be verified using
our toy model of fig.2. Decoherence will result in a prob-
ability distribution P˜ over the final outcomes that is dif-
ferent from the original unperturbed distribution P . The
error due to decoherence can be measured by the relative
entropy H(P ||P˜ ) (Kullback-Leibler distance [30]). This
entropy is calculated in two situations: H0 measures the
error caused by decoherence in the absence of the con-
sistent measurement at time t2; Hm is the error due to
decoherence when the system is forced into local state at
time t2. Since the local basis in which decoherence occurs
is unknown, we must average the entropies over all local
bases—integrate over two Bloch sphere surfaces—we ob-
tain a reduction of relative entropy of about 25% when
consistent measurements are applied. (A statistician’s χ2
approach gives very similar results.)
9C. Mixed states
Whether mixed state quantum computing can increase
one’s computational power over classical computing is a
question of great interest. The main objection to such an
increase is that, when the state is highly mixed, it can
always be written as a mixture of unentangled states.
Hence, it is possible that a mixed state algorithm can
be decomposed into a mixture of pure state algorithms
that are in local states throughout the computation [32].
This would suggest that the mixed state algorithm can be
simulated efficiently by a classical probabilistic computer.
On the other hand, recent work by Knill and Laflamme
[31] gives indications that the answer is positive, but does
not provide a proof.
When the initial state of the quantum computer is
pure, the absence of entanglement throughout the com-
putation implies that all gates in the circuit are classical
and therefore can trivially be simulated on a classical de-
vice [33]. When the initial state is highly mixed, even
fundamentally quantum operations will not create en-
tanglement. At first sight, this seems to imply that these
systems behave classically. Here, I show that, while the
state of the quantum computer is stroboscopically clas-
sical, no classical dynamics can logically explain its evo-
lution.
Consider a state of the the form eq.(23). For a two-
event family, the coherence function eq.(4) reads
Tr
{
P (2)α2 P
(1)
α1 ρP
(1)
β1
P
(2)
β2
}
=
(1− ν)
Ω
δα1β1δα2β2Tr
{
P (2)α2 P
(1)
α1
}
(27)
+ νδα2β2Tr
{
P (2)α2 P
(1)
α1 |ψ〉〈ψ|P
(1)
β1
}
so the family is consistent if and only if the family with
initial pure state |ψ〉 is consistent. To complete the argu-
ment, choose your favorite two-event family whose evo-
lution cannot be explained in a local fashion when the
initial state is pure (I suggest Young’s slit experiment).
This does not answer the question concerning the compu-
tational power of mixed states but it indicates that there
is something fundamentally quantum in their evolution,
so the main objection does not hold.
In fact, one can build a strong intuition about this
result using Young’s slit experiment. Assume that the
experiment is performed using a “pseudocoherent” light
source. For example, one could point a laser and a regu-
lar (incoherent) light at the slits both at the same time.
Without the regular light, one observes the usual inter-
ference pattern. This implies that most photons from
the laser go through both slits. When the regular light is
added, the observed pattern is the classical superposition
of a smooth pattern (no interference) and the original in-
terference pattern. This cannot be explained without
admitting that some photons still go through both slits.
Hence, even if a great number of photons are not in a co-
herent phase, some fundamentally quantum phenomenon
is still taking place.
D. Uniformity
When analyzing a quantum circuit, one should be con-
cerned with the notion of uniformity. A quantum algo-
rithm is represented by a family of quantum circuits, one
for each input size. The construction rule for circuit of
size ℓ+1 given the one of size ℓmust be simple. Therefore,
a consistency analysis should be uniform, otherwise it is
useless in practice. The semiclassical quantum Fourier
transform of Griffiths and Niu is an example of a uni-
form consistency analysis.
From this point of view, the analysis of the circuit
shown in figure 2 is not quite illuminating since it does
not belong to a family of circuits. Nevertheless, this ex-
ample was not intended as a practical one, but was used
to illustrate a crucial point: the dynamics generated by
gate U on state |ψ(t2)〉, while highly nonclassical for the
reasons mentioned earlier, is classical as seen from the
measurements. In other words, there are fundamentally
quantum effects happening in the circuit, but the fixed
final measurement is blind to this quantumness. This
would be impossible if we required the extensions to be
consistent for all choices of final measurement; fortu-
nately, the final measurements are fixed in a quantum
circuit.
The notion of uniformity allows us to weaken the local-
ity restriction on the sets of projectors. By restraining
the measurement to single qubit, we can simulate the
effective dynamics of the quantum system by classical
spins, or equivalently by keeping track of two angles and
a radius of a Bloch sphere vector per qubit. By going to
higher dimensional classical simulators, we can perform
joint measurements on many qubits. Nevertheless, in or-
der to have the size of the classical simulator growing
polynomially, one should restrict the size of these joint
measurements to be logarithmic. Here the notion of uni-
formity is crucial.
This is a generalization of the result of Aharonov and
Ben-Or [11] mentioned in the introduction. They estab-
lished that the absence of large scale coherence in a quan-
tum system allows an efficient classical simulation. Here
I show that it is not the absence of coherence that is cru-
cial but the absence of effective coherence—the one that
affects the coherence function.
V. CONCLUSION
I have shown that not all the information processed by
a quantum computer is required to be quantum for the
success of the algorithm. The CH formalism together
with an extra condition indicates how and when one can
substitute quantum information by classical information.
Classicality has helped increase the noise robustness of a
quantum computer. It has also given new indications
10
on the controversial question of computing with mixed
states.
Quantum systems seem to be hard to simulate classi-
cally. Feynman’s argument—the exponentially growing
size of the matrices—misses an important point: only a
linear fraction of this information is accessible by fixed
measurement. To be fair, classical simulation of quan-
tum systems should be concerned only with effective
dynamics—the dynamics seen by the measurements. The
CH formalism is the appropriate tool to describe this dy-
namics.
Classicality also allows the use of different implemen-
tations of quantum computers within the same compu-
tation. Since the information conveyed by the computer
is made classical at different stages of the computation,
it can easily be transferred to a different system. This
new possibility might also have implications in multi-
party quantum computing.
The most exciting feature of classicality is that a com-
plete CH analysis of an algorithm would pinpoint what is
fundamentally quantum in it, hence answering the ques-
tion “What gives the extra computing power to quantum
mechanics, if any?” Unfortunately, a complete analysis
is at this time impossible since the right tools have not
been found. The results of section 3 and [21] provide new
hints in this direction but further studies are required. It
is encouraging to notice that what is probably the most
promising tool—feedback—has not even been explored
up to now.
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